Ruby master - Feature #6586

debugger belongs to core

06/14/2012 09:25 AM - spastorino (Santiago Pastorino)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: ko1 (Koichi Sasada)
Target version: 3.0

Description
Would be nice to stop using ruby-debug / ruby-debug19 / debugger gems and have a debugger with a nice API built in into core?

require 'debugger'
debugger

Is what debugger gem is doing and feels very nice :).

History
#1 - 07/14/2012 06:43 PM - nahi (Hiroshi Nakamura)
- Category set to core
- Status changed from Open to Assigned
- Assignee set to ko1 (Koichi Sasada)

#2 - 10/30/2012 08:46 AM - ko1 (Koichi Sasada)
- Target version set to 3.0

#3 - 12/10/2020 08:48 AM - naruse (Yui NARUSE)
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed